
 

 

NSS Activities Annual report 2021-2022 
 
 

1. HARITHAHARAM  -12thJuly,2021 

 

The main motto of “HARITHA HARAM” event is to make Telangana a green state with a forest 

cover of 33%. As a part of it, This event was held on 12thJuly,2021.  

NSS Program officers DrP.Padmavathi and DrB.Ashok participated along with 75 NSS and 

UBA volunteers.  

About 45 different types of plants like neem,mango,jamun etc were planted in and around 

college premises.Saplings were planted in different areas of college like beside sidewalk, on the 

divider ,around sports ground etc. 

 

 

 
 

                         



      
 

 

2.CLEAN INDIA PROGRAM AT VNRVJIET- October 2021 

 

Clean your space and Clean your mind and go green to keep it clean , with this motto Team NSS 

and UBA of VNRVJIET participated in “CLEAN INDA PROGRAM” launched by Ministry 

of Youth Affairs and Sports on 20th October 2021 at VNRVJIET  . About 30 NSS volunteers 

of both the units 1 and 2 and UBA program Officers Dr .P.Padmavathi and Dr.Ashok Bhogi have 

participated in the program.The program started with cleaning the areas near the canteen, open 

stage and food stalls . 

 

 
UBA volunteers in Clean India program 

 

 



 

Principal Dr.C.D.Naidu garu and The Director for career and Advancement 

Dr.B.ChennakesavaRao garu ,ISRO scientist Dr.M.Satyanarayana garu participated in the 

program. In their motivation words dignitaries said to the students that trees are the most 

precious gift of Nature and are our best friends because they create a friendly environment on the 

Earth for a healthy life. A tree keeps the environment and climate of an area balanced and sound. 

A day will not be completed witho ut the blessings of trees as they provide all the products we 

use throughout the day. They also m entioned that involving in service activities will have a 

positive impact on one's personality.  

 

                                                                                                                                                             

                
                                                                       

Principal Dr.C.D.Naidu, Director B.Chennakesavarao, Retired ISRO scientist 

Dr.M.Satyanarayana , Dr. B Ashok & Dr.P.Padmavathi UBA rogram officers , planting the  

saplings  



The meeting continued with the speech of Dr. B Ashok sir, NSS Program Officer. Sir described 

the NSS events conducted by the team in the past year. Further, Dr. P PadmavathiUBA  Program     

Officer, affirmed that the VNR VJIET Management is the backbone in making all the events a 

grand success  

 

Principal Dr. C.D Naidu   and  Dr.B Chennakesava Rao   addressing the  NSS volunteers 

 

 
   TEAM NSS VOLUNTEERS OF VNRVJIET 

 

 

3.FIST FULL OF RICE –Feed the Needy activity -26th to 28th October 2021 

 

 

FIST FULL OF RICE is an initiative taken by TEAM UBA VNRVJIET which aims at providing 

(raw rice) to the orphanages or the needy by collecting it from individual (fist full) with an 

objective of inculcating social responsibility in every individual of VNRVJIET. 

For every fist full of rice a child can be fed stomach full. Keeping this in mind, TEAM UBA 

started the campaign in the college. Contributors registered their names with their what’s app 

numbers in the stalls, which was placed near the KS Auditorium. About 1400kgs of Rice was 

collected in 3 days from faculty,staff and students. Later the collected rice was distributed on 30th 

October 2021 in various sevasadans, like JMJ Sevasadan Miyapur, Vivekananda sevasadan, 

Madinaguda, Arunodaya foundation, Dilshukhnagar . 

The distribution  van started with flagging off by the Newly Elected Vignana Jyothi president 

Mr.Sureshbabu garu, General secretary Mr.J.Seshagirirao garu and also by the Former  President 



dr.D.N.Rao garu ,former General secretaryMr.Harishchandra Prasad garu along with Principal 

Dr.C.D.Naidu And Director Dr.B.ChennakesavaRaogaru and NSS program Officers 

DrP.Padmavathi and Dr.B.Ashok 

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Distributed to various Orphanage and old age Homes in Hyderabad 

 

4.SAARADHI REPORT ( December 15-16 2021) 

 

Every year, VNR Vignana Jyothi Institute of Engineering  and Technology, comes up with the 

technical symposium "Convergence". Under Convergence, Saaradhi is one of the themes. It is 

organised by the social clubs of the institution. It started with a belief and motto " Engineers 

leading society". As an Engineering student, one has the responsibility to solve problems of the 

society using technology or otherwise. With this spirit team UBA and NSS VNRVJIET has 

organised the following events and stalls under SAARADHI. 

 

SOCH  

It is a platform where the students can exhibit their innovative ideas i.e., 

technical solutions for the problems our society is facing in day to day life 

in the form of presentations, models, projects.Cash prizes are given for the 

winners 

 

 

 

 



 

 

   I am not a Hero  

 

“STRIVE NOT TO BE A SUCCESS, BUT RATHER TO BE OF VALUE”.  It is a forum with 

those inspiring individuals who took up the rugged path to make this society a better place for 

living. Let those heroes who say "I am not a Hero" start their journey into the light from here. 

The speakers for the event are Mr. Omkar Nath an educator, social entrepreneur, and the founder 

of Coding for all foundation, Ms. Shravya Mandadi who is a philanthropist, a motivational 

speaker, and also the founder of BLAWN & BIG, WE & SHE, Dr. Pothula Prasanna Vikhil a 

social activist and the founder of FBHHS. We had an open discussion with them in the 

auditorium where the audience had a discussion with the speakers and clarify their thoughts. We 

honored the dignitaries with the saplings and momentos. 

 

 

AAVISHKAAR: It is about the recent inventions, that would help in solving the problems like 

food wastage, fake products, petroleum crisis, etc. The models which we presented includes UV 

phone case, Fake product detecting system, web development to manage leftover food without 

getting wasted, etc.  

 



 
 

 

PARISHEELAN: The word parisheelan itself depicts the meaning, “digging deeper and 

expressing their views about a certain problem”. This stall helps everyone what are the major 

problems that we are facing in today’s world and take their approaches on how the problem 

could be solved or decreased 

 

 

5.Road safety awareness program for B.Tech students by United Way Mumbai 

Organization on 22nd January 2022. 

India is the global leader in road accident-related deaths. According to the Ministry of Road 

Transport and Highways, in 2019, around 1,51,113 people were killed and 4,51,361 were injured 

in road accidents in India. 55,911 road crash deaths were related to two-wheelers. In recognition 

of the urgent need for road safety interventions, and in line with the United Nations Decade of 

Action for Road Safety, United Way Mumbai commenced interventions Two Wheels One Life 

under the aegis of the project United for Road Safety. As part of this project this organization is 

reaching all the education institutions to bring awareness on road safety rules and regulations  to 

our students .  

Mr Rajkumar, Sr-Manager - Road Safety  and Mr H.V Anand  Lead trainer of the UWM took 

part in this program and explained various safety precautions to be taken and also basic rules and 

penalty to be paid in case of violating the rules. The feedback from students is satisfactory. 

About 104 students participated in the program. 

 



 
 

 

6.BLOOD DONATION CAMP MARCH 2022 

 

One cannot help everyone. But everyone can help someone. Donating blood is one of the most 

significant contributions that one can contribute towards the society. India faces, on an average, a 

shortfall of 3 million units of blood annually. Lack of blood, plasma or platelets often leads to 

death. Donating blood does not do any harm to the donor but, in fact, it would be the reason for 

the donor to spread smiles and make someone's belief in humanity stronger. With this thought in 

mind,UBA volunteers  VNRVJIET had organised a Blood donation camp in the college 

premises, on 29th and 30th March 2022 

The camp was organised by team UBA and NSS VNRVJIET with the college management's 

sheer support and association with the HDFC Bank. It was held in collaboration with NTR 

BLOOD BANK and BBR BLOOD BANK where the collected blood units were handed over to 

these blood banks. This made it sure that the cause of helping the people with an emergency need 

of blood would be served. Also, certificates were provided to the donors by them. 

 

 

 
                      



 
 

 

 
 

7.INDUCTION PROGRAM FOR FRESHERS 

 

We welcome the batch of 2021- 2022 Selected NSS volunteer. Team NSS has organized an 

induction program the new team on 10th March 2022. The session started with an introduction of 

NSS motto and the logo of NSS. This was succeeded by the explanation of events conducted by 

NSS and the learnings derived from it.  

 
Our NSS Volunteer presenting his learnings 

 

Our respected faculty coordinators, Dr. P. Padmavathi mam and Dr. B. Ashok sir later addressed 

the gathering, giving their insights and encouraging the juniors to join the team. The event was 

then concluded with a vote of thanks. About 90 NSS junior volunteers attended the program 

 



 
 

8.Wall of the kindness activity-June 2022 
 

The art of giving is simply defined as giving from the heart without any expectation of 

something in return. True giving and happiness are deeply connected and they both come from a 

place deep within our souls. Anything, no matter how small or large, is something that is enjoyed 

twice. First by the giver and then also enjoyed by the person who receives the thing. We all have 

something to give. We all have something of value for another person. With most things in this 

world, there is only a limited amount of what you can give away. Therefore Team NSS 

VNRVJIET had initiated Wall of Kindness in our college on 2nd June 2022. 

        

Mr.Yuvan Chandra film actor & Principal Dr.C.D.Naidu garu opening wall of kindness. 

Team NSS has placed a cupboard in-front of C Block where all the students can leave things you 

don't use any-more like calculators, aprons, books..., etc and these will be utilized by the students 

who are in need of them. It is a moral initiation that will be running throughout the year. You 

might have noticed that there are many things in your surroundings that you don’t use anymore, 

these could be of great use to someone else. On June 2, 2022 Wall of Kindness had a great 

opening by ribbon cutting by Dr.C.D.Naidu, Principal, Dr. B. Chenna Kesava Rao, Director-

Advancement along with special guest Mr.Yuvan Chandra , Movie actor. 



    
Dr.ChennaKesavaRao sir,  Dr.B.Narendra kumar sir & Dr.K.Ramujee sir inaugurating by 

donating things 
 

After the opening of Wall of Kindness Dr.B.Chenna Kesava Rao sir, Dr.Narendra kumar sir and 

Dr.K.Ramujee sir have also dropped few things which can be useful for others. Wall of kindness 

will run throughout the year and anyone can provide their requirements on a sticky note and 

paste on the wall. Weekly once i.e., on every Thursday anyone can give and take things at the 

wall. 

 
We have successfully initiated wall of kindness on a good note, i.e., we could inculcate the habit 

of giving and morality in students. This left our heart with utmost contentment. We hope all the 

students come together and be strong bricks in constructing this huge WALL OF KINDNESS. 



 

 
TEAM NSS 

 



                                      
 

 9. SYNERGY (2nd June 2022 & 3rd June 2022) 

The interaction or cooperation of two or more organizations to produce a combined effect greater 

than the sum of the separate effects describes the wording Synergy. As the meaning of synergy 

is one of the mottos, the five clubs of VNRVJIET named VNR Art of Living, Creative Arts, 

VNR Student Force, VNR Saahithi Vanam, and VNR National Service Scheme together worked 

together to represent and organize an event during Scintillashunz 2k22 named SYNERGY 

2k22. Synergy happened beside the D-block opposite JSK Greens. This is the 1st time in our 

college history that 5 different clubs are working together and organizing an event during 

Scintillashunz, the cultural fest conducted by the institute VNRVJIET. As Scintillashunz was 

conducted from 2nd June 2022 to 4th June 2022, the Synergy event got organized on the 2nd & 3rd 

of June, 2022 from 11 AM to 5 PM. The main motto of organizing the synergy event is donating 

the amount received by this event to charity.  

Fig. 1. Poster of Synergy event which consists of fun activities and the clubs involved 

Synergy team conducted 10 fun activities, among those 10, Team NSS VNRVJIET organized 

and took the main lead over FIND THE WAY and 1 SECOND activity.   

On 2nd June 2022, FIND THE WAY was organized which is similar to the escape room game. It 

consists of different levels to cross and should have to find the key to the room they’ve been 

locked in to come out of it. 



 
 Fig. 2. NSS VOLUNTEERS CONDUCTING FIND THE WAY GAME 

On 3rd June 2022, 1 SECOND was organized. It consists of 2 rounds; 1st round consists of a set 

of different genre questions and the final round consists of 21 steps to complete the task .                           

No. of people registered for Synergy :- 460 participated :260 

 

                                      

 
Fig. 3. PARTICIPANTS ENJOYING THE 1 SECOND ACTIVITY 

 

FAREWELL to Senior NSS volunteers June 2022 

Every journey has beginnings and endings and farewells are just part of coping with change. 

Farewell is an expression of warm wishes to those who were with us all the time. To cherish all 

the moments of our NSS journey with our seniors and treasure the beautiful bond amongst all of 

us and most importantly in recognition of our seniors’ outstanding work and innovative ideas 

Team NSS had organized a Farewell for the 2022 batch in our college on 18th June, 2022. 

               
Farewell started with a hearty welcome to our seniors and warm greetings. The event was then 

followed by some engaging and fun-filling activities. Later we were very grateful that our NSS 

Alumni joined the event and shared their experiences and also gave many pieces of advice to our 

seniors which will help them in the near future. 



 


